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On unitary dilations of bounded operators 
By HIDEGORO NAKANO in Kingston (Canada) 
S Z . - N A G Y ' S theorem on the unitary dilation of a linear operator T on 
Hilbert space with m a y b e generalized so as that it applies simulta-
neously to any product of such operators. This was observed by S Z . - N A G Y 
himself, as a consequence of the matrix construction, due to S C H A F F E R , of 
the unitary dilations1). We state this theorem in an equivalent form and give 
an alternative proof which does not make use of square roots of positive 
operators. 
T h e o r e m . Let H be a Hilbert space of infinite dimension and P a 
projection operator on H such that the dimension of (1 — P)H is not less than 
that of PH. Corresponding to every bounded linear operator T on PH with 
IIT we can find a unitary operator UT on H such that 
T,Ti...THP=PUTlUTt...UTKP 
for every finite number of operators Tu T>,..., Tu on PH with | |7V||^1 
(v = 1 , 2 , : . . , « ) . 
P r o o f . We can find easily projection operators P , , A , A, on H such 
that P+P, + P2 + Px= 1, the dimension of P,H is the same as that of PH, 
and P2H and PXH have each the dimension infinite and not less than that 
of PH. Let T be a linear operator on PH with | | r | | ^ l , and zx (I £ si) a 
complete orthonormal system in PH. Then we can find a system of elements 
yxZPH (I £ A) such that Tz^ + yx (A £ A) constitutes an orthonormal system, 
i. e. 
{TZi + y-,., Tzo + yo) = <h:„ (I, o $ / / ) 
with the Kronecker dx,„. Because, putting. 
= <h,c, — (Tz\, TzQ) (A, Q £ A), 
') See F. RIESZ—B. SZ.-NAOY, Vorlesungen über Funktionalanalysis (Berlin, 1956), 
Nachtrag (p. 460). 
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we see easily that 2 ? — ® e v e r y f ' n ' t e number of complex num-
i x>? 
bers and hence putting 
((&X ('P.)) = Z ^-Vo aKi; ' x,o 
we can introduce an inner product, not always proper, into the linear space 
of vectors (^.Xe/i: ^ = 0 except for a finite number of I. As the dimension 
of P j H is not less than the cardinal number of A we can find y , ^ P x H such 
that (yx, )>?) = {1,q^A) and hence, TzK + y}, (l^A) is an orthonormal 
system. Then, putting UTZ\ = TZX +y>., we obtain an isometric operator UT 
from PH into ( P + P ) / / , and we have obviously TP = PUTP. Now we 
extend UT as follows. As the dimension of (P, + P , ) / / coincides with that 
of P,H, we can extend UT such that UT is an isometric operator from 
(Pj + P , ) / / onto P,H- Denoting by Q the projection operator of UTPH, the 
dimension of P?,H coincides with that of ( P + P , — Q + P 3 ) / / , and hence we 
can extend UT such that UT is an isometric operator from PSH onto 
( P + P, — Q + P , ) / / . Then UT becomes a unitary opera toron H and we have 
obviously 
UT(P + P + Po) = ( P + P + P2) UT ( P + P + Po), 
P t M P + P ) = 0, 
TP = PUTP. 
For every finite number of linear operators Tr with | |7V| |^1 (v = 1, 2 , . . . , n), 
we have then 
A = PUT„ UTI • • • UTN P = P UTL (P + A + P>) UTI ( P + P + P , ) . . . 
. . . ( P + P + A ) ^ . P 
because ( P + P + P , ) P = P , 
A = PUT^PUT.P • • • PUTuP 
because PU^P^-P, + PÍ) = PUTP+PUT{P1 + P,) = PUTP, a n d , f inally 
A = T,T2...TNP 
b e c a u s e TP = PUTP. 
R e m a r k . When the dimension of H is finite and not less than n 
times that of PH, then we can find projection operators Pv (v= 1, 2 , . . . , n) 
such that 
H 
P + 2 A = 1 
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and the dimension of each PRH for —1 coincides with that of PH. 
Then, for any linear operator T on PH with | | 7 | | s i , we can find an iso-
metric UT from PH into (P + PJH by the same way as above. If we extend 
UT SO that UT is an isometric operator from PRH onto PV+\H for v - ^ n — 2 , 
from PN-\H onto (P+P1 — Q)H, and from PNH onto PNH, then we see 
easily that 
T , T , . . . T,,/>== PUT, UTR • .UTRP f o r r i « - l . 
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